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About This Game

Can you escape the Dreamcage?

Are you ready to solve puzzles and crack codes in this new and innovative room escape game?
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very nice and relaxing point and click puzzle game - good fun - not much to say really except the puzzles are good - mildly
taxing at times but solvable with a little thought and poking around - nice art style. I enjoyed this game, which is basically an
'escape the room' type. The graphics are good on the eye, there is just enough plot there to motivate you and to hang the
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scenarios on without boring you half to death with unecessary story. Most of the puzzles were detecable and solvable without
having to resort to the video walkthrough which makes a pleasant change. Many puzzle game designers seem to get carried
away. Perhaps because they understand the mechanisms they have designed inside out. They don't necessarily realise that to the
player on the receiving end their puzzles are meaningless and baffling. Anyway, this one was good, especially at the price.. I was
a bit sceptical in the beginning, buying it on a whim, but after a bit I really started enjoying this wounderful little game. The
puzzles are challenging and for the most part quite clever, a good music track, and a strange good atmosphere that made me
miss it when I finished it (Do try to find the hidden coins!).. Dreamcage Escape is a beautiful short adventure puzzle game. The
puzzles are decent, the scope fits the price tag, and the artwork really sells it. Dreamcage Escape is the sequel to the free Escape
from 26 . You operate various mechanisms and solve puzzles to reach 15 locations on the two towers, uncovering clues to the
towers' backstory as you progress. There are also 3 coins hidden on each level. The puzzles seem mostly orginal, and I enjoyed
them. The game took me about 2 hours to complete. If you're the impatient type who likes to look at walkthroughs, then you
could get done a lot faster. There is one annoyance with the game in that it didn't give me any feedback which areas on the
screen are clickable: the cursor doesn't change, so I need to click on anything that's likely to do something (or where a coin
could be hidden) until I figure out what I'm able to interact with. This can sometimes be frustrating when I'm stuck as I could
either be overlooking a clue or be using a puzzle wrong (what I took for a switch was really a slider). However, the superb
artwork more than makes up for this. The game was made for 720p and can run windowed; for 1080p fullscreen it adds borders.
It runs well on older computers and is also available for mobile platforms. This isn't the type of puzzle game that gives you 200
levels of increasing difficulty, nor does it have the scope and depth of a game like Myst . It is small, beautiful, and not too
expensive. Recommended. Note that the developer tried to add achievements, but they are not working at this point. ( Read
more.. Art style 10/10 Very original puzzle/point-and-click tasks really like that and creative also. Great puzzle-game with a
very nice artstyle. Good and easy riddles, a little bit short. Watch my video of the first levels or try the demo. I recommend the
game. https://youtu.be/y9HGjd644Q0. I enjoyed this game, which is basically an 'escape the room' type. The graphics are good
on the eye, there is just enough plot there to motivate you and to hang the scenarios on without boring you half to death with
unecessary story. Most of the puzzles were detecable and solvable without having to resort to the video walkthrough which
makes a pleasant change. Many puzzle game designers seem to get carried away. Perhaps because they understand the
mechanisms they have designed inside out. They don't necessarily realise that to the player on the receiving end their puzzles are
meaningless and baffling. Anyway, this one was good, especially at the price.. Looking forward to more from this developer - I
played the free webgame years ago, and just found this. Like others are saying, it's easily solved within 2 hrs, but it's worth it,
especially if it's on sale.. This is a rather unique point and click puzzle, for the inexpensive price it is enjoyable to work on and it
is artistically quite nice. There's a rather mysterious subtext to the game that piques my curiousity. If you like the screenshots,
go ahead and pick it up, especially if on sale.. Wonderful puzzle clicker! This game is a great little puzzler, a few "collect piece
and put in things" bits, a few lock puzzles, a few pattern and number puzzles and a couple of really interesting maze locks.
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